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Acronyms and Abbreviations

PbD
FSM
rFSM
eTaSL

Programming by Demonstration
Finite State Machine
restricted Finite State Machines
expressiongraph-based Task Specification Language (cf. section 2)

eTC

expressiongraph-based Task Controller, an implementation that can
read the eTaSL language and execute a corresponding controller (cf.
Section 2)
Robot Operating System (http://www.ros.org/about-ros/)
Unified Robot Description Format. The standard way to describe a
robot in ROS (http://wiki.ros.org/urdf)
qpOASES is an open-source C++ implementation of an online active
set strategy [11].
Probabilistic principle component analysis [29][30] (section 5).

ROS
URDF
qpOASES
pPCA
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Publishable Summary
This document describes models for the different aspects in the specification of
tasks. These models allow us to describe learnable skills in a generic way. The
focus of this deliverable are the models used in the description of these learnable
skills. Although prototype implementations are already provided to test the
viability of the models and some results will be shown, these are not the main
focus of this deliverable. The learnable skill models of work package 5 are
model-based description of the task that contains learnable parameters. These
learnable parameters allow for both programming by demonstration (PbD) and
on-line/off-line calibration.
The models are developed while keeping the 5C’s in mind (separation of
Computation, Configuration, Coordination, and Communication, while taking
into account Composability).
Four types of models are discussed in this deliverable:
1) A modeling language for the task description at the continuous level: this
describes the (continuous) motion and the sensor-interactions (e.g. force)
of the robot system during a task.
2) A modeling language for the task description at the discrete level: this
describes the discrete switches between the different continuous task
descriptions within a task.
3) A modeling language for uncertainties and measurements: this describes
what parameters of the task are uncertain and how they relate to sensor
measurements. This model will allow to build generic stochastic
estimators to estimate parameters of the task out of a demonstration
(programming by demonstration) or nominal execution of a task.
4) A model for programming by demonstration of trajectories: this
describes a more specific model for PbD of trajectories. The main
challenge here is to combine demonstrations with model-based
specifications: e.g. a (population of) trajectories is demonstrated and
combined with an end position of the trajectory given by a camera
system.
The interaction with the graphical user interface and object localization will be
established using these four models.
This deliverable only considers the learnable skill models, it does not yet specify
its decomposition in specific software components (cfr. workpackage 6).
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1. Relationship with the other work packages in Factory-ina-day.
Relationship with WP 6: Rapid installation framework
This deliverable describes the modeling language used to describe learnable
skills. Although not the main focus of this deliverable, this document also
reports on a preliminary implementation that can read the models described by
this modeling language: a description in this language (eTaSL) is compiled into a
data-structure (“context”). This context is used in the robot controller to execute
the learnable skill.
One of the basic ideas behind the division in components of WP6 are the 5C’s:

This description of the different aspects within components comes from the
BRICS project (BRICS, EU-FP7-grant nr. 231940, http://www.best-ofrobotics.org/) and it remains one of the basic ideas behind the developments in
workpackage 6 of Factory-in-a-day.
The prototype implementation discussed in this deliverable does not yet consists
of components. It is a software library that can be used to build software
components (with an architecture explained in fig. 1 of section 2).
It is impotant to note that this library already conforms to and splits up
according the 5C’s: it can be separately configured ( using its own modelling
language, eTaSL, see section 2 (tasks), section 4 (estimators) and section 5
(demonstrated trajectories)). Coordination is using a separate finite state
machine ( see section 3). The computation is completely separated from the
configuration and coordination. At the level of coordination and configuration,
the developed library already allows for composability. Since the components
are not yet implemented or defined, the communication aspect is not yet
considered.
Workpackage 6, and more specifically task 6.2 (Platform harmonized robot
software components), and task 6.3 (robot deployment toolbox), will wrap this
functionality in a reuasable software component. The fact that the above library
already conforms to the 5C’s will facilitate this work.
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The figure demonstrates how the components are systematically refined by the
different stakeholders. Domain specific languages such as eTaSL (section 2) or
estimator specification (section 4), the programming by demonstration
(section 5) specify the behavior of the components and can be seen on the
arrows in the above diagram. Parameters can be set using BRIDE, other GUI’s,
they can be identified during the task, or they can be identified during a separate
demonstration phase.
A workflow is a model of the discrete steps that the robot and/or the operator
have to perform in order to fullfill the tasks at hand. Typically, this can be
encoded using a finite state machine. In WP5/6, we consider the workflow of the
robot, but also the workflow of the human interactions with the robot. In
WP5/6, we do not consider the larger scale workflows, such as the workflow of
the whole production line, or the workflow of organizing a Factory-in-a-day
deployment at a factory (including all sales, legal and organisational issues). For
this we refer to workpackage 2. For the workflow to built up the hardware, we
refer to workpackage 3.
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Hypothetical example

Figure 1.1: an hypothetical example to demonstrate the modeling language of this
deliverable.
The purpose of this example is to demonstrate how the model description
languages defined in this deliverable can be used within an application that is
closer to the industrial use cases described in WP7. Keep in mind that, especially
for this deliverable, we do not want to commit ourself to a very specific case.
Description. The robotic workcell consists of the following items:
1. a tray with fixtures:
• The covers are placed on this tray before tampon printing
• The pattern of fixtures on the tray is known
• The accurate location of the tray with respect to the robot is not known.
2. a conveyor belt:
• The accurate location of the conveyor belt with respect to the robot is not
known
• The speed of the (low quality) conveyor belt can vary over time during
the execution of the tasks.
• The covers are not accurately placed on the conveyor belt
3. A robot:
• that takes the covers from a conveyor belt and places them on the
fixtures
• The LEDs of the Cellular skin (WP4) are used as active markers on the
robot
4. A stereo camera system:
• The accurate location of the camera with respect to the robot is not
known,
Version 1.0
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The camera component is able to describe the pose of the covers on the
belt using some systematic features,
The camera can observe the covers multiple times ( > 2)
The covers are then gripped at yet another location.
The intrinsic calibration of the camera is performed off-site, before
deployment.

5. The path towards the tray with fixtures can be somewhat complicated and we
do not want to (or we cannot ) model the complete environment. We'd like to
teach the path using programming by demonstration (PbD).
During deployment, the physical robot cell is built-up. There are of course errors
on the pose of the different elements in the workcell. An interactive
demonstration phase is used to teach the remaining aspects. These learnt
parameters and models are then used during the execution phase.
In this example, during a demonstration phase, using co-manipulation (i.e. the
operator moves together with the robot and in this way indicates paths and
locations), the operator puts a covers on a given number of positions on the tray
(1). It is not necessary to teach all the positions on the tray. From this
demonstration. the following aspects are learned:
• The population of trajectories where the manipulator can move when
approaching the tray (using the statistical representation of a trajectory
in section 5 of this deliverable).
• The accurate location of the tray (using the specification of uncertainties
and estimators in section 4 of this deliverable).
• The relationship between the mounting points on the tray and the robot
end effector positions (section 4).
The last two bullet points are specified by parameterizing the uncertainties using
uncertainty variables, and using the drop-off positions of the covers as virtual
“measurements”.
To facilitate the demonstrations, we’ll have to specify the behavior of the robot in
conjunction with the human operator. This can be done using the task
specification language of section 2: e.g., constraints on the orientation can be
specified, or an impedance constraint around a previously learnt trajectory,…
During the execution phase, the movement is specified using the language in
section 2: e.g. move along the trajectory, but adapt your speed when there are
obstacles.
Because the PbD methodology in section 5 models a population of trajectories,
deviations away from the trajectory can be specified that best conform to the
population of demonstrations.
When the set-up is built-up at the deployment side, it is difficult to accurately
position the camera system. An extrinsic calibration is necessary. This can be
handled by the estimators in section 4. The LEDs on the cellular skin (cfr. WP4)
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are very useful to provide an active markers for such a calibration.
Sometimes it is necessary to use the estimation (section 4) together with the task
specification (section 3) during the execution phase. Suppose that the conveyor
belt is of low quality and varies its speed slowly over time. An estimator can
then be used to on-line estimate the conveyor belt speed during the task itself.
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2. A modeling language for the task description at the
continuous level
The description in this section is an extended version of the publication in [22].
A task specification language (expressiongraph-based Task Specification
Language, eTaSL) is defined as well as a corresponding implementation of a
controller (expressiongraph-based Task Controller, eTC).
Distinction is made between discrete control tasks, where the focus lies on
sequencing and scheduling different discrete actions (e.g. rFSM [1], SMACH [2],
RosCo [3]), and continuous control tasks, where a set of objectives is
continuously achieved. These two types of tasks are considered two independent
problems in task specification. Care is taken to obtain a clear separation with a
well-defined interface between the corresponding control tasks. The focus of this
document lies on continuous task specification.
Of course, execution of a real-life robot application includes other aspects such as
planning. However, the proposed framework focuses on continuous reactive
control that also can deal with on-line sensor measurements.
One of the recurring themes in this document is the separation of concerns. On
the implementation side, the separation of concerns focuses on the 5C’s [4], i.e.
the separation of computation, configuration, coordination, and communication,
while taking into account composability. On the specification side, it focuses on
separating robot-related, task-related and environment-related aspects of a
robot application. Using traditional, trajectory-based task specification such a
separation is difficult to achieve, especially when dealing with robots with a
larger number of joints. A common approach to this problem is to start from a
constraint-based approach, where the task is specified in terms of constraints
[5][6][7]. This approach originates from the research on redundant robots.
When it only concerns positioning tasks, it is sometimes referred to as
Generalized Inverted Kinematics [8].
The contribution of this document is to describe a new task specification
language eTaSL and a corresponding implementation of a controller eTC, to
explain a series of usage patterns, and to compare eTaSL with existing
frameworks. A key component in this language is an expression graph, a data
representation for geometric operations. A dual arm task is explained and
demonstrated, but this example serves only as an illustration of the usage
patterns.

Architecture
The architecture is split up into three layers, as is shown in fig. 1. In the
specification layer, a specification is built up using a task specification language
(eTaSL) that defines constraints that have to be satisfied while executing the task
at hand. In the solver layer, this specification is translated into a numerical
optimization problem, typically a quadratic programming (QP) problem. The
numerical solver layer solves the optimization problem. The framework handles
the continuous part of the control task.
The framework is implemented as a library, and is independent of the execution
environment (e.g. Orocos [9] or ROS [10]). An example ROS component is
provided to demonstrate integration within ROS. This architectural approach fits
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nicely to the separation of concerns principle of the 5C’s [4] separating
computation, coordination, configuration, composition and communication.

Figure 1: The task specification language and implementation fits into a 3-layered
architecture. The light-colored boxes are currently implemented.
Fig. 1 shows how this architecture is used by the current implementation. The
numerical problem is solved using the qpOASES toolbox [11]. A solver is
implemented that translates the specification into a velocity-resolved constraintbased task controller. The context is a data structure that contains the complete
definition of the task. The specification layer provides facilities that build up this
context. A C++ API is provided to build up the context. Desired tasks can be
completely specified using this API, but typically, the task specification language
eTaSL is used. This language is based on Lua [12], an extendable and
embeddable scripting language, and provides an easy way to specify the task. On
top of this task specification language, facilities are provided to handle common
geometric relations (such as distances and angles between different types of
entities). The C++ library contains specific code to translate a scene graph and
robot models in URDF to expression graphs. These facilities are accessible from
the specification side.
The task specification language allows for easy separation between the robot
related aspects, task related aspects and the environmental aspects.

Specification language
The task specification language is based on Lua and provides easy-to-use
primitives that refer to the underlying C++ API. This section explains the
concepts and syntax of these primitives.
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Context
The context is the data structure containing the complete specification of the
task. It is also an entity in the task specification language. A task specification is
always added to a given context. Multiple contexts can be used, e.g. in the case of
multiple independently controlled robots.
Variables
Variables are explicitly defined and named in the specification and are always
specific for a given context. They are managed by the framework and are always
accessed by name. This is a key factor providing composability and abstraction.
There are different types of variables. Robot joint variables are actuated and the
task controller needs to provide setpoint velocities or accelerations for these
variables. There is an explicit time variable. This has as a consequence that
trajectories can be (but does not need to be) defined inside the task specification.
Feature variables are auxiliary variables used to specify free movement. They do
not correspond to an actuated joint and do not need to correspond to a physical
entity. The practical use of feature variables will be explained later in the
subsection on usage. Variables can have a weight that is interpreted by the
specific solver that is.
A variable definition is given by:
v = Variable {
context = <context>,
name = <string>,
vartype = <string>,
initial = <value>,
weight = <value>
}
The context variable is the given context in which to define the variable. The
name gives a string indicating the name of the variable. The variable type can be
one of the following types:



robot
feature

There is a unique variable time that refers to the global time variable.
initial refers to the initial value for this variable. Since the value of a variable is
determined during the task control, the exact value is not important. However,
in the case when the same constraints can be achieved in the robot with different
variable values (i.e. different configurations), this initial value will determine the
achieved configuration. weight refers the the variable weight and is explained
later.
Expressions
Expression graphs are a data representation of a mathematical or computer
language expression. They consist of a tree-like data structure that represents a
function. The expression graphs used in this framework consist of multiple value
Version 1.0
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types to support expression of geometric relations between rigid bodies: scalar
values, three-dimensional vector values, twists, rotation matrices and
transformation matrices. This symbolic data structure supports different
operations such as: serialization (i.e. translation into a storable format; for
storage and transmission), evaluation of the value of the expression; evaluation
of (possibly higher-order) partial derivatives and Jacobians using automatic
differentiation[13] and inspection to determine the variable dependencies.
Evaluation is performed efficiently and on demand: parts of the expressions that
did not change are not recalculated. The solver can eliminate unused variables
by keeping track of variable dependencies. Consequently, the specification can
freely define variables and expressions; only when they are effectively used, they
contribute to the computation time of the controller. Expressions can be stored
in an expression variable. Appendix A further details the syntax of the
expressions.
Constraint
A constraint can be at the position-level or at the velocity level. A constraint can
be an equality constraint (target), or an inequality constraint
(target_lower / target_upper). A position-level constraint expresses the
desire that a given expression evolves towards and follows a given target. The
dynamics by which this expression evolves is specified by a value K whose
semantics are defined by the solver (see later). A set of constraints can be
conflicting, i.e. they cannot be satisfied simultaneously. Constraints with a higher
priority are always satisfied before lower priority constraints. To ensure safety,
the highest priority constraints cannot be conflicting. Conflicting constraints of
the same priority can be given a weight to indicate their importance with respect
to each other.
Semantically, the constraints specify a Lagrange condition (i.e. enforced along
the whole time interval the task controller is active); they do not specify a Mayer
condition (that only needs to be achieved at the end of the task).
A constraint definition is given by:
Constraint{
context = <context>
name = <string>
[optional, default_name<nr>],
expr = <expression>
target = <value>
[optional, 0.0],
target_lower = <value> [optional, 0.0],
target_upper = <value> [optional, 0.0],
K = <value>
[optional, defaultK],
K_lower = <value> [optional, defaultK],
K_upper = <value> [optional, default,
weight = <value>
[optional, defaultweight],
priority = <integer value> [optional, defaultpriority]
}
The right hand side of expr gives the expression on which the constraint is
defined (see appendix A for the syntax of an expression). Name gives the name
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of the expression. Diagnostic messages can refer to this name. If the name is not
specified, a default name and a sequence number is used. context refers to the
context where the constraint will be defined. For equality constraints, target
refers to the target value of the expression. The controller will try to regulate the
robot system such that the expression will evolve towards the specified target
value. For inequality constraints target_lower and/or target_upper
specify the lower and upper bound for the expression. K specifies how fast you
want to regulated towards the given value. In case of a upper and a lower bound
(target_lower/target_upper), you can also specify a separate value for K
for the upper and lower bound (K_lower/K_upper). weight specifies the
weight of the constraint. This weight specifies what happens when there are
conflicting constraints. priority indicates the priority of the constraint ( 1 or
2, where 1 has a higher priority).
Not only expressions resulting in a double value can be used. Different types of
expressions can be used for expr, such as expressions resulting in a Vector,
Rotation, or Frame result (see appendix A for the types). In these cases only
equality constraints are allowed.
Input/Output
The specification contains two primitives that define inputs and outputs that the
controller will use:

createInputChannel creates a variable that can be used in expressions. The
value of this variable can be filled in at the controller side at each sample time.
setOutputExpression associates an expression graph with a variable with
the given name. This variable can be read out at the controller side at each
sample time.
These primitives allow sensor values to be used within the task controller
specification and allow to specify output signals of the controller.

Solver
Although the main focus of this deliverable is the modeling of the task, this
subsection explains how an implementation can translate the above specification
model into a velocity-resolved constraint controller. This demonstrates the
feasability to translate the above specification into a concrete controller and
allows us to further specify some of the previously defined concepts such as K,
weight and priority.
The solver translates a given specification (see previous subsection) into a
numerical optimization problem representing the control strategy (see fig. 1).
This controller solves at each time step an optimization problem of the following
form:
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The box optimization constraints (1c) are commonly occurring as velocity limit
task constraints. They are more efficiently evaluated than the more general
optimization constraints (1b). The optimization variable x corresponds to
.

corresponds to the nr robot joint velocities,

corresponds to the nf feature variable velocities and ε corresponds to the ns slack
variables that are used to introduce task constraints with a lower priority.
Each constraint in the specification is translated into a part of the above
optimization problem using a methodology inspired on Samson’s task functions
[5], extended with an explicit time dependency, and with task functions that have
the rotation group SO(3) as range. For a scalar task constraint i, a task function
Error! is defined. This task constraint, and hence the corresponding task
function, can have explicit time dependencies. The following equation imposes
an evolution of this task function as a first order system with time constant K−1:

By expanding the total derivative in the above equation into partial derivatives
using:

rewriting the partial derivatives as a Jacobian 𝐽𝑖 and introducing an additional
slack variable εi, the equation becomes:

This equation defines a row in constraint (1b) of the above optimization
problem, making sure that the robot moves in such a way that the desired
evolution of the task function is achieved. In the case of hard constraints (i.e. high
priority constraints) the term εi is left out, in the case of soft constraints (i.e.
lower priority constraints), the term εi is added and an additional term of wiε2,i is
added to the optimization criterion (1a). The introduction of the slack variables
allows for conflicting constraints and the resulting controller will optimally
approximate the desired specifications, given the specified weights.
For a scalar inequality constraint, equation (3) becomes:

in other words, the task function should not move faster towards its limits than a first
order linear system with a given time constant K−1. This way, there is no sudden
application of the inequality, and undesirable dynamic effects can be avoided.
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Joint velocity task constraints can be easily translated into rows of the
optimization constraint (1c). In addition, the joint position constraints can be
translated into the form of (1c) in a similar way as the previous more general
constraints.
The Hessian H in (1a) has the following form:

Wr corresponds to the robot joint space weights, Wf correspond the feature space
weights, and Ws consists of the previously introduced constraint weights wi for
the soft constraints. μ is a small numerical value. On the one hand, μ should be
large enough to ensure that the optimization problem remains positive definite
and sufficiently regularizes the QP problem. On the other hand, μ should be small
enough to ensure that the joint space and feature space velocities have a
negligible influence on the soft constraints. μ can be considered mostly
independent from the specific task specification at hand. The effects of μ are
comparable to the effects of the damped least squares method for solving
kinematic redundancies and task constraints [14]. The weights Wr and Wf only
have a significant influence on the resulting control when the task specification is
redundant. In such a case, these weights influence the null space motion of the
robot system.
The current implementation uses the qpOASES solver [11] to solve the resulting
numerical optimization problem. At each time sample, the constraint controller
measures the robot joint positions, composes and solves a QP problem
corresponding to the task specification, and applies the obtained robot joint
velocities ̇q to the low-level robot controller. The computed feature variable
velocities
are integrated numerically.
When the constraint controller starts to execute a given task specification, q is
initialized from the measured robot joint positions. In order to initialize the
feature variables χf , a QP problem needs to be solved similar to equation (1).
However, in this QP problem, the robot joint velocities

become a parameter

and are equal to 0 and the optimization variable x' corresponds to

.

Usage patterns, example, and prototype software implementation
Introduction
This section explains a series of typical usage patterns within the proposed
framework. These usage patterns are illustrated on a demonstrator example
given in fig. 2.

Note that this example is a toy example that serves to clearly illustrates different
aspects of the specification language. As such, it does not yet relate to a specific
task within the Factory-in-a-day project. Learnable skills within the factory-in-aday project will probably consists of more complex compositions of simpler
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subtasks, and will also combine the task specification with the other models
described in this deliverable (i.e. PbD, uncertainties, discrete events).
A prototype software implementation that understands the above
implementation has been developed. Further information on this software
implementation will be found in [20].
This section and the prototype software implementation have the following goals:
-

-

Demonstrate that an efficient implementation of the specification is possible, even for
robot systems with a higher number of degrees of freedom and a larger number of
constraints.
Demonstrate a series of usage patterns of the task specification language. This
shows that complex behavior can be specified using the relatively simple
specification primitives. It also demonstrates the necessity of certain primitives in the
specification language (e.g. feature variables, explicit time variables).
Demonstrate that it is possible to extend the specification language by building a
specification libraries on top of the language. In future work package tasks, such
libraries will allow us to specify the task in a more domain specific way.

The following gives a description of the demonstration example, using a
bimanual robot with a higher number of degrees of freedom ( 2 x 7 dof).
Both the left and right manipulator arms of the robot follow a circular trajectory.
The trajectories overlap with each other. The right manipulator follows its
trajectory with a constant velocity; the left manipulator adapts its velocity in
order to avoid collision between the manipulators. All joint position and velocity
limits should be respected. At the same time, the camera pan-tilt unit follows the
tip of the right hand manipulator. The specification is translated into a reactive
control strategy. In contrast to planning approaches, this control strategy could
also immediately incorporate sensor feedback.

Separation of robot, environment and tasks
To achieve reusable task specifications, it is important to separate the
specification of the robot, the environment and task. The proposed task
specification framework is a relatively low-level specification that is very suited
to combine constraints from different sources. At the level of the task
specification language, there is no essential distinction between robot, task or
environmental constraints. All are made up of variables, expression graphs and
constraints. By using the standard programming language facilities of LUA, such
as Lua subroutine definitions and Lua tables, it is easy to write subroutines that
define the variables, expression graphs and constraints belonging to a robot,
environment or task. For example, collision avoidance is implemented as a
library inside the task specification language.
The higher-level robot model can be imported into the library. The user can
specify a URDF-model of a robot and a series of links of interest. Expression
graphs are generated for the transformations between these links, as well as
constraints that enforce the joint position and velocity limits.
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For example, in the demonstrator application, an expression variable rightarm
is created that contains an expression graph for the pose of the right end effector
to the world frame (the same for head and leftarm).
The following shows how the robot is defined in the example:
r = Robot_bimanual{
context =ctx,
velscale= 1,
output = "matlab"
}
In this example, Robot_bimanual is a (short) LUA function that calls into an API
to read an URDF representing the robot. The result is a structure that contains a
number of “interesting” expressions such as the end effector frames or the
camera frame with respect to the robot base. This LUA function also makes sure
that the joints of this robot are output to a file for further analysis with Matlab
(Mathworks) . The API for output towards Matlab or as a ROS topic is not
further discussed in this document. This routine does not only declare all the
kinematics of the robot, it also declares all the position and velocity
constraints that are specified in the URDF file.
It is however not always necessary to load an URDF-file, in simple cases, one can
also directly define the robot kinematics in eTaSL (see appendix C for an
example).
Another example of these small utility functions is the following LUA script:
function desired_joint_positions(ctx, name, namedvalues, K, weight)
for k,v in pairs(namedvalues) do
local e = ctx:getScalarExpr(k)
Constraint{
context=ctx,
name = name .. ":" .. k,
expr = e - constant(v),
K = K,
weight = weight,
priority = 2
}
end
end

This script iterates through a table of names and values (namedvalues) and
imposes constraints on each of the joint corresponding to the names with a given
weight and control constant K.
This last example shows that in eTaSL, the LUA functions provide a way to
dynamically configure tasks, i.e. depending on the different capabilities of
robots an advanced task definition can choose different strategies to implement
a given its functionality (e.g. depending on the availability of a force sensor).
Note that this dynamic reconfiguration is written in an imperative language, as
such, such a dynamic reconfiguration is not defined in a model-driven way.
There is no “model” behind the dynamic reconfiguration, only an
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“implementation” in the form of a LUA function. An alternative is to handle this
dynamic reconfiguration using a declarative language, such as Prolog (or a lisp
implementation of prolog) (see also CRAM [21]). However, these declarative
languages are sometimes difficult to grasp for application developers. In the
interest of simplicity, a declarative language with simple syntax (LUA) was
chosen for the work in this deliverable.
It is however a relatively
straightforward job to declare a language binding to eTaSL in Prolog.

Background constraints
Many tasks impose fewer constraints than there are degrees of freedom. To
avoid that these degrees of freedom will take on arbitrary, unpredictable, values,
one typically defines background constraints: constraints with a very low weight
that will only dominate in a certain direction when there is no constraint
working in that direction.
The background constraints in the demonstrator example enforce each joint to a
nominal value within its range with a very low weight (with the previously
mentioned desired_joint_positions function). Often, these background
constraints depend on the environment, e.g. for tasks on a kitchen countertop (or
on a conveyor belt) specific background constraints are chosen.

The use of feature variables
The use of feature variables facilitates the formulation of complex constraints. An
illustration of this is the iTaSC formalism [6] where, using a strict methodological
procedure, the task is defined as a six-degrees-of-freedom virtual kinematic
chain (VKC).
The head following constraint in the demonstrator is also an example of the use
of feature variables. The point of interest (POI) is defined in a local frame at the
head, using one additional feature variable (χf), and transformed to world
coordinates. A soft constraint is set such that this POI coincides with the origin of
the frame at the end effector of the right arm (see fig. 3). This leads to the
following definition:
chi_f=Variable {
context=ctx,
name=’distance’,
vartype=’feature’
}
poi = head*vector(constant(0),constant(0),chi_f)
Constraint{
context = ctx,
name = ’head_following’,
expr = origin(rightarm)-poi,
target= 0.0,
K= 4,
weight = 1.0,
priority = 2
}
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Figure 3: The use of a feature variable χf to simplify the definition of the head
following constraint.
Another example of a feature constraint in the demonstrator is the following. To
ensure that the velocity of the left arm trajectory can be adapted, the trajectory is
defined in function of a feature variable (path variable) pv, and a soft constraint
is set such that this feature variable follows 0.2*time (a velocity of 0.2m/s):
pv = Variable {
context=ctx,
name=’along_circle’,
vartype=’feature’
}
Constraint{
contex = ctx,
name= ’follow’,
expr= pv-constant(0.2)*time,
target = 0.0,
K
= 0,
weight = 0.05,
priority = 2
}

The control constant K is zero, such that the path variable does not catch up with
lost time. The weight is low, such that the system prefers to vary the velocity
along the path rather than deviating from the path.
The previous demonstrates that feature variables facilitate the formulation of
task constraints. They can be used to specify additional freedom, in contrast to
constraints alone that can only specify restrictions.

Explicit functions of time
Trajectories can be defined inside the task specification due to the availability of
an explicit time variable, as is shown in the demonstrator example. Using the
previously described solver, this will not lead to tracking errors, because of the
∂ei /∂t term in equation (4). In this way, the feedforward term in the controller
is automatically taken care of. Alternatively, the task controller can take
trajectory information from a separate trajectory generator outside the
controller. To avoid tracking errors in such a case, this external trajectory
generator should also provide time derivatives for its signals (see also the
velocity feedforward in [6]).
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Distances and collision constraints
Geometric relations are implemented in a higher-level library (see fig. 1) using
the task specification language itself. This library can compute distance and
angular relationships between the following entities: points, lines, line segments,
and planes (see table below). In the demonstrator example, the links of the robot
are modeled as line segments. Collisions between the manipulator links are
avoided by imposing a constraint on the distance between these line segments. A
more detailed model of the robot geometry could be implemented using
spherically extended convex hulls [16], but this is not done in the current
prototype implementation.

Not only kinematic models
It is important to indicate eTaSL not only allows kinematic models. A reactive
controller is developed. With the appropriate sensor model these sensor values
can be directly incooperated within the task. An example using a camera
model is described in appendix D.
Complete specification and simulation results for the demonstration example
The eTaSL specification for the demonstratiobn example is given in
appendix B, and leads to a controller with 18 robot variables and 2 feature
variables. There are 68 constraints. Execution time for one sample period is
around 5 ms on a standard laptop. The included video shows simulation results
for the demonstrator. Fig. 4a shows both the nominal trajectory and the
trajectory of the robot end effectors, for both the left and the right manipulator.
The X- and Y-axes correspond to fig. 2. The left and right end effectors start form
outside the trajectories. There is a negligible tracking error after the end
effectors have reached the trajectories. Fig. 4b shows the path velocity for the
trajectory of the left end effector. The path velocity is 0.2 m/s, except when there
is a danger for collision, at which time the path velocity decreases. Around time
6s, the left end effector is even pushed back along its trajectory in order to avoid
the right end effector.
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Fig. 4. (a) motion of the two robot end effectors in the horizontal plane,
together with the nominal path. (b) The path velocity along the nominal
trajectory of the left end effector is plotted in function of time

3. A modeling language for the task description at the
discrete level
The relation between the continuous level and the discrete level.
The discrete part of the control task is handled by defining monitors that can
generate events, and by allowing activating/deactivating groups of constraints
while the controller is running. In this way, the discrete part of the task
specification can be handled outside eTaSL using rFSM [1] (see fig. 5).

Figure 5: Separation of computation and coordination.
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Monitors
Monitors specify the conditions under which actions are invoked. A typical action
is an event that is sent towards a state machine. Monitors observe the value of
an expression and are edge triggered: when the value of the expression exceeds
the bounds, an event is fired only once. There can be an upper bound and/or a
lower bound. An event is also fired when the value is outside the interval when
the monitoring starts up:

The following gives an example of a monitoring definition:
Monitor {
context = ctx,
name = "goal_reached"
expr = norm( origin(arm)-origin(goal) ),
lower = 1E-4,
actionname = "event",
argument = "e_arrived_at_neutral"
}

This monitor definition makes abstraction of what is going to handle the event.
Each actionname can be coupled with a specific callback function. In our case,
the “event” actionname is coupled with a event call to rFSM, restricted finite
state machine implementation previously developed at KULeuven[1], with an
additional argument given by argument.

Defining groups of constraints and monitors
The definition of groups follows the following principles:









Constraint definitions and monitor definitions can be grouped such that they
can be selectively activated ( as is illustrated in figure 5).
Variable definitions are always defined at the global level. By querying the
variable dependencies of all involved expressions when a given group is
activated, the current (prototype) implementation avoids using unnecessary
variables in its formulation of the optimization problem.
The grouping is always local to a given context.
A group is specified by an hierarchical name. This hierarchical name is specified
by pushing and popping from a stack that represents the group in which the
current definitions of constraints and monitors are defined. In this way,
composability (using LUA functions) is facilitated (cf. the example).
The group not only groups the constraints and monitors, but also defines a
lexical scope for the constraints and monitors (i.e. the names of constraints and
monitors are prepended with the group name).
Although the groups are defined hierarchically, there activation or
deactivation is not necessarily (and most often) not hierarchical.

The following example illustrates the definition of groups in a composable way.
The subroutine define_positioning_task defines a motion of a robot
robot towards a specified position pos. The motion is defined inside a group
with a given name name. This routine is then used to define three motion tasks
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to different positions. Each of the motions is defined as a separate group. Note
that the names of constraints and monitors are local to the current group.
require("context")
require("robot_definitions")
-- move to left and right arm to start pos, until positions are reached:
function define_positioning_task(ctx, name, robot,pos)
ctx:pushGroup(name)
local d_neutral = origin(robot.leftarm) - constant(pos_neutral)
Constraint{
context = ctx,
name = "left_to_neutral",
expr = d_neutral,
priority = 2,
K =1
}
Monitor{
context=ctx,
name='reached',
expr=norm(d_neutral) ,
lower=0.001 , upper=1E20,
actionname='event', argument='e_arrived'
}
ctx:popGroup()
end
...
rob = Robot_bimanual{ context =ctx, velscale=0.3 }
local pos_neutral = Vector(0.6,0.4,0.7)
local pos1
= Vector(0.4,0.4,0.7)
local pos2
= Vector(0.8,0.4,0.7)
define_positioning_task(ctx,'going_to_neutral',rob.leftee,pos_neutral);
define_positioning_task(ctx,'going_to_pos1',rob.leftee,pos1);
define_positioning_task(ctx,'going_to_pos2',rob.leftee,pos2);
Monitor{
context = ctx,
name = "absolute_time",
expr = time ,
lower = -1.0 , upper = 30.0,
actionname = 'event', argument = 'e_time_elapsed'
}

Finite state machine definition
rFSM is a reduced statechart model: it is both reduced in terms of the provided
syntax. Everything has clear semantics and there is a focus on composability. It
supports asynchronous, synchronous and hybrid models of time. It is
framework independent, and there are platform bindings available for Orocos
RTT and ROS. Its syntax is documented in [23]. State defines a rFSM state and
trans defines a rFSM transition.
The following gives an example of the use of a rFSM to specify the discrete part
of a task specification. It is the discrete task specification (rFSM) that belongs to
the above continuous task specification. The task at hand moves from position 1
to position 2 back and forth until a given time is reached and then moves to a
neutral position and finishes. In an rFSM specification, concepts of the
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continuous task specification are refer to by their full name, i.e. their local name
prepended with the full group name. The ….e_arrived event is defined by the
monitor in the continuous task specification. activate_cmd activates groups
of constraints using “+” for activation and “-“ for deactivation.
local state,trans = rfsm.state, rfsm.trans
return state {
entry = function() ctx:activate_cmd('+global') end,
exit = function() ctx:activate_cmd('-global') end,
trans{ src='initial', tgt='start' },
start = state {
entry = function() ctx:activate_cmd('+global.going_to_neutral') end,
exit = function() ctx:activate_cmd('-global.going_to_neutral') end
},
going_to_pos1 = state {
entry = function() ctx:activate_cmd('+global.going_to_pos1') end,
exit = function() ctx:activate_cmd('-global.going_to_pos1') end
},
going_to_pos2 = state {
entry = function() ctx:activate_cmd('+global.going_to_pos2') end,
exit = function() ctx:activate_cmd('-global.going_to_pos2') end
},
going_to_neutral = state {
entry = function() ctx:activate_cmd('+global.going_to_neutral') end,
exit = function() ctx:activate_cmd('-global.going_to_neutral') end
},
finish = state {
entry = function() ctx:setFinishStatus() end,
}
trans{ src='start', tgt='going_to_pos1’},
trans{ src='going_to_pos1', tgt='going_to_pos2’, events={'going_to_pos1.e_arrived'}},
trans{ src='going_to_pos2', tgt='going_to_pos1’, events={'going_to_pos2.e_arrived'}},
trans{ src='start', tgt='going_to_pos1’, events={'going_to_pos1.e_arrived'}},
trans{ src='going_to_pos1', tgt='going_to_neutral’, events={'e_time_elapsed'}},
trans{ src='going_to_pos2', tgt='going_to_neutral’, events={'e_time_elapsed'}},
trans{ src='going_to_neutral', tgt='finish’},
}

The activate_cmd calls to the context ctx enable and disable groups of
constraints. The events is generated are generated by the controller according to
the specification in the previous example. The figure below shows the state
machine described by the above definition:
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4. Specification of uncertainties and measurements.
Introduction
Key in the success of the Factory-in-a-day project is the rapid deployment of
robot applications. Looking only at aspects related to the robot task description
( WP5: Learnable skills), this means that these robot tasks should be flexible (i.e.
adaptable to changing circumstances during execution) and easily deployable
(i.e. adaptable to different set-up environments). This leads to a series of related
problems that have to be handled by a task (learnable skill):




On-line estimation: Estimation of certain aspects during a task; for example:
o The pose (position/orientation) of a pallet when you know that you have
put down objects on the pallet at certain positions of the robot.
o The (future) location of an object on a conveyer belt with known or
unknown speed; given the location at certain times of a number of points
of interest (produced by the camera subsystem)
Off-line estimation: Estimation of certain aspects of the task during
demonstration by the task programmer; for example:
o Trivial estimation problems, such as teaching the end point for a given
submotion.
o But also more advanced versions of such teaching tasks; such as teaching
the end point for a given submotion, relative to a given point of interest
in the camera (2-degrees of freedom) and some other knowledge such as
that the point should lie on a known plane.
o Both the pose (position/orientation) of a pallet and the pose of the endeffector w.r.t. the mounting plate when you touch the pallet with the end
effector at different locations and orientation during a demonstration
phase.
o The location of a welding seam between two perpendicular plates by
touching the two plates with the welding tool at different locations
during a demonstration phase

From the above examples it is clear that for specific learnable skills there are
many estimation problems to be solved, especially if we want these skills to be as
flexible and adaptable as possible.
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The approach followed in work package 5 does not start by directly trying to
solve the estimation problems of a series of concrete learnable skills. Instead, a
specification language (model) is established in which we can more easily
describe such estimation problems. This has the following advantages:





The specification of the estimation task and the implementation are separated.
More effort can be put in building a good, generic, implementation of a
probabilistic estimator (including additional tools such as simulator and
computation of diagnostic parameters for the estimation) that is then reusable
for many estimation tasks. Different implementations (e.g. based on Kalman
filters or particle filters) can provide different estimators with different
properties regarding execution time, robustness, etc... In computer science
terms: we can have a library with different implementations and a library with
different learnable skills; these libraries are orthogonally decoupled.
Building a concrete estimator for a given learnable skills becomes a much
smaller task.
Less expertise is required to specify a concrete estimator; while at the same time
the programmer has a better grasp on the estimation task. The programmer
only has to reason in terms of the specification language; not in terms of specific
estimation algorithms such as particle filters or Kalman filters. This can be very
helpfull, even for experts in the field of estimation. It gives a language to
communicate about the essence of the estimation problem.

The rest of this section describes such an estimator specification language.

Architecture

Figure 6: the architecture and relationship between task specification/control and
estimator specification/implementation.
Figure 6 explains the relationship between the previously discussed task
specification language and the estimator specification discussed in this section.
Similarly to the task specfication language, a C++ API is defined that allows to
build up a specification data structure, in this case the “Estimator” data structure.
This data structure contains all specific information related to the estimation, i.e.
the result of the estimator specification is compiled into this data structure.
Note that the estimator implementation also uses the “Context” data structure.
This is needed because in a concrete implementation of a learnable skills there
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will be both a task specification and an estimator specification. E.g. the estimator
should of course also be informed on the robot kinematics.
Note also that the numerical solver and estimator implementation communicate
with each other:



The numerical solver sends the value of the time variable, the robot variables
and the feature variables.
The estimator sends the value for the uncertainty variables and their derivatives
towards time;

The uncertainty variables are defined in the next subsection. The estimator also
communicates the derivative towards time of the uncertainty variables such that
the task controller can compute an optimal feedforward signal for the controller
and tracking errors can be avoided.
On top of the C++ specification API for estimation, a specification language in
LUA is developed. This specification language is explained in the next
subsection.

Specification language
Basically the specification language follows the typical set-up for Bayesian
estimation, with:




An estimator state, i.e. the variables that we want to estimate (uncertainty
variables)
A process model, i.e. a model that describes how this estimator state evolves
over time.
A measurement model, i.e. a model that describes the relationship between an
incomming sensor measurements and the estimator state.

Estimation is done in a Bayesian way, i.e. the above estimator state not only
describes the value of the variables we want to estimate, it also describes the
statistical distribution for these variables. Similarly, the process model and
measurement model also describe their statistical distribution.
This model of the uncertainties will not only used to execute an estimator, it also
allows to simulate new measurements. Such simulations are important for the
goals of the Factory-in-a-day project, since this allows off-line and off-site
simulations of the execution of a learnable skill; in this way, they can speed-up
the deployment on-site later on.
To further facilitate the specification of complex estimation problems, a few
innovative primitives are introduced in the specification language:



Uncertainty feature variables, i.e. free, unknown variables that are only
introduced to facilitate the specification of the estimator problem; the user is not
further interested in the value of these variables.
Measurement constraints, i.e. relationships that should hold between the
uncertainty variables and feature variables.

Usage of these additional primitives will be further explained in the subsection
on usage patterns.
Variables
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The variables related to the estimator are defined in the “Context” data structure
of the task specification framework of the previous section. For this purpose,
two new types of variables are defined. The list of variable types becomes:






Time variable (cf. section on task specification),
Robot variables (cf. section on task specification),
Feature variables (cf. section on task specification),
Uncertainty variables: describes the uncertainties in the model,
Uncertainty feature variable: free variables in the estimation problem that are
introduced to facilitate the specification of the problem. They can have an
arbitrary value and its values are not correlated over time.

The task specification can use expressions that contain uncertainty variables. For
example, the unknown location and orientation of a table can be described using
uncertainty variables. A task that puts something on the table will use
expressions that contain these uncertainty variables. At run time, the estimator
will communicate its estimates for the uncertainty variables to the controller
that fills in these values to execute the task at hand.
The uncertainty feature variables are similar to some of the other variable types:



similar to uncertainty variables: one can consider them equal to uncertainty
variables with a very large variance on their distribution, and with a
corresponding process model that randomizes the variable over time.
similar to the feature variables (used for task specification): also the feature
variables are free variables. The section on task specification already showed
the usefulness of these feature variables to facilitate task specification.

There are however important reasons to consider uncertainty feature variables
as a separate type:





during estimation they can be considered as uncertainty variables as described
above, during simulation however, it is necessary to handle these variables
differently.
Ideally, one needs to assign an infinite variance to these uncertainty feature
variables. Numerically this is of course not possible. By separately indicating
the uncertainty feature variables, the estimator implementation can have its
own policy on handling these variables, e.g.:
o It can translate these uncertainty feature variables into uncertainty
variables with a large variance on their distribution, where the specific
value for the variance is determined in relationship to the other
variables in the problem (in order to avoid numerical problems).
o Or an estimator implementation can provide other solutions by
formulating the estimation problem as an optimization problem.
Feature variables and uncertainty feature variables should not be
confused with each other; although it is sometimes very tempting to do so. In
essence however, they work on a different models:
o The feature variables work on the task execution model. From the
viewpoint of the task execution model, the evolution over time of the
uncertainty variables is fixed, and the controller determines how to
(gradually) change the robot variables in order to satisfy the constraints.
o The uncertainty feature variables work on the estimation model. From
the viewpoint of the estimation model, the evolution over time of the
robot variables is fixed, and the estimator determines how to provide an
estimate for the uncertainty variables and the uncertainty feature
variables that better satisfies the measurements and measurement
constraints.
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These two models should not be confused with each other. Therefore, the task
execution engine will generate an error if there are uncertainty feature variables
present in the expressions of the task specification.
Although the task execution model and estimation model are clearly different,
they can be very close to each other. An implementation could exploit this and
could initialize the uncertainty feature variables in the estimation problem using
the value of the feature variables in order to numerically facilitate its
computations. However, the current prototype implementation does not yet do
this.

In our specification language the uncertainty variables are declared in a similar
way as before, for example:
v=Variable{
context = ctx,
name = "table_height",
vartype = "uncertainty",
initial = 0.3,
weight = 1E8
}

The semantics of the last two fields in the specification is different:



“initial” refers to the initial estimator state when the estimator is started.
“weight” refers to the variance of the estimator state (see the subsection on
specifying uncertainties later on).

The uncertainty feature variables are also declared in a similar way:
v=Variable{
context=ctx,
name="sensor_distance",
vartype="uncertaintyfeature",
initial=0.3
}

Here “initial” is just a hint for the estimator implementation to improve
numerical convergence. The “weight” field is completely ignored.
Expressions
Exactly the same formalism using expression graphs is used as in the task
specification section. The syntax of these expressions is explained in appendix A.
Measurements and measurement constraints
A measurement specifies a measurement model for a given estimator.
This
measurement model gives a relationship between a sensor measurement and the
estimator state (i.e. uncertainty variables, and uncertainty feature variables). It
has the following properties:





There can be many measurement models for a given estimator.
It is not necessary that a measurement is performed at all sample times. The
measurement model is only applied when new sensor values are available.
These aspects are not visible at the specification side and completely decided in
the estimator implementation.
It can give the relationship between one or multiple sensor measurements
and the uncertainty state.
But all sensor values involved should be
simultaneously available.
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Statistically speaking, conditioned on the estimator state, the sensor
measurements within a measurement can be correlated, the sensor
measurements between different measurements cannot be correlated.
With a typical estimator implementation and a larger number of measurements,
it is more efficient to apply the measurements one at the time compared to
simultaneously applying all measurements. Explicitly grouping the sensor
values into separate measurements allows an implementation to choose the
most efficient strategy of building up the estimator.

The above properties explain why the sensors are first grouped in
measurements before we specify the total estimation problem.

The syntax of a measurement declaration is as follows:
m = Meas{
name = <string>,
typeName = <string>,
model = <expression or list of expressions>,
cov
= <table of values or scalar value>
}

typeName can have two values, either “constraint” or “measurement”
The semantics are as follows:









name is a name given to the measurement
the typeName specifies the nature of the measurement:
o a “measurement” typeName indicates that we specify a typical set of
sensor measurements.
Each time there are incoming sensor
measurements, the measurement is applied to the estimator state.
o A “constraint” typeName indicates a measurement constraint. A
measurement constraint does not relate to external sensor
measurements, and is applied at all sample times automatically.
Model describes the relation between the sensor measurements and the
uncertainty state. This is given by a single expression in the case of a scalar
sensor measurements, or a list of expressions in the case of multiple sensor
measurements. The sensor measurements can be of different type such as
double, vector, Rotation, Frame (cf. definition of types in appendix A). The
current prototype implementation only allows for double and vector type
measurements.
Because of the previously explained decoupling between the task execution
model and the estimation model, and because of the difference between feature
variables and uncertainty feature variables, the expressions specified in the
model cannot contain feature variables.
The cov field is a way to specify the measurement covariance at the specification
level. If not specified, it defaults to a very small value.

Reasons for the separate “measurement constraint” primitive:



The estimator implementation needs to know whether to expect external sensor
measurements or not.
Although “measurement constraint” can be simulated using an artificial
“measurement” (of a fixed value with small measurement covariance), a
separate specification allows an implementation to:
o Use other formulations that do not require the use of an artificial
measurement
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Automatically determine a numerically sound value for the covariance of
the artificial measurement based on the rest of the specification
When using the specification to generate a simulator, a measurement
constraints needs to be differently handled (i.e. it still needs to be applied to an
underlying estimator, even though it is simulating, cf. the subsection on
implementation).
o



The following gives an example of a measurement constraint definition:
m1 = Meas{
name = "c1",
typeName = "constraint",
model = coord_z(inv(table)*laser_spot)
}

This is an example of a measurement definition
m2 = Meas{
name = "distance",
typeName = "measurement",
model = sensor_distance,
cov = 0.01
}

The previous examples of measurement definitions are taken from the table
estimator example that will be explained later.
The uncertainty on the measurements can be specified using the measurement
(co)variance in different ways. The specifications near the top of this list can be
overridden by the specifications later on the list:




a default (very small) value for the (co)variance. If there are multiple sensor
measurements involved, this is a diagonal matrix with a small value on the
diagonal.
in the specification language, using the “cov” field in the declaration of the
measurement.
At run-time, the estimator implementation can use an external measurement
covariance.

This allows the estimator implementation to be as flexible as possible with
respect to the different use cases (cf. introduction of this section).
Estimator

The estimator structure specifies a complete estimator. The syntax of this
declarations looks like:
e = Estimator {
context = <context>,
name = <string>,
uncertaintyVar = <list of strings indicating variable names>,
uncertaintyFeatureVar = <list of string indicating variable names>,
measurements = <list of measurement definitions>,
initialValue = <list of values>,
initialCov = <list of values representing a covariance matrix>,
initialFeatureValue = <list of values>,
processEquations = <list of expressions>,
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processCov = <list of values representing a covariance matrix>,
}

The semantics are:












Context, the task specification context associated with this estimator. This
allows interaction between the controller and estimator.
Name, the name of this estimator.
uncertaintyVar, the uncertainty variables associated with this estimation
model.
uncertaintyFeatureVar, the uncertainty feature variables associated with
this estimation model
initialValue and initialCov specify the initial value of the estimator
state and the initial covariance on the estimate of this estimator state. Only the
part of the estimator state corresponding to the uncertainty variables is
specified. The values are specified in the order given by the uncertaintyVar
field. The covariance matrix is specified as a list in row-major order.
initialFeatureValue specifies an initial value for the feature variables and
overrides the initial value given at the Variable{} specification. This initial values
can facilitate numerical convergence of the estimator and are also useful if there
are multiple discrete solutions (i.e. configurations) to the estimation problem.
processEquations specifies a list of expressions that represent the process
model. The expressions are given in the order specified by uncertaintyVar.
This model is given in the continuous domain, i.e. each of the equations specifies
the velocity of the corresponding uncertainty variable. This allows us to make
abstraction of the sampling time during specification. This sampling time can
then be chosen independently. The process equations cannot contain feature
variables or uncertainty feature variables.
The processCov specifies the process covariance. The process uncertainty is
supposed to be normal distributed and uncorrelated over time (i.e. a multidimensional Gaussian white noise signal). The process covariance is specified in
terms of the (constant) power spectral density of the underlying random
process. This allows us to make abstraction of the sample time during
specification. This sampling time can then be chosen independently. This
means that, in the estimator implementation, with a sampling time Δt, the
process covariance of the underlying discrete time process will be (Δt
processCov).

The uncertainty variables and uncertainty feature variables are explicitly
declared in the estimator model for the following reasons:



This declaration defines an order for the uncertainty variables, such that the
corresponding initial values and covariances are clearly defined.
Not all uncertainty variables and uncertainty feature values are always involved
in the same estimation problem. For example, there can be an estimation
problem that is used during an initial demonstration phase, and there can be
another estimation problem during the execution phase.

The initial value and covariance on the uncertainty variables can be specified
using the measurement (co)variance in different ways. The specifications near
the top of this list can be overridden by the specifications later on the list:


The default value for the variance of an uncertainty variable is 1. Its default
initial value is 0.
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The initial variance of an uncertainty variable can be specified using the weight
field in the variable definition. Its initial value value can be given using the
initial field. If there are multiple uncertainty variables, this will result in a
diagonal matrix.
The initial variance of an uncertainty variable can be defined in the estimator
declaration.
At run-time, the estimator implementation can specify an initial value and
covariance matrix.

This allows the estimator implementation to be as flexible as possible with
respect to the different use cases (cf. introduction of this section).

Estimator and simulator implementation
The current prototype implementation that understands the above specification
is implemented using an iterated extended Kalman filter.
Such a Kalman filter has:




An estimator state, i.e. the variables that we want to estimate (uncertainty
variables)
A process model, i.e. a model that describes how this estimator state evolves
over time.
A measurement model, i.e. a model that describes the relationship between an
incomming sensor measurements and the estimator state.

For a good discussion on the Kalman filter, we refer to Gelb [27].
The rest of this subsection discusses the current prototype implementation.
During estimation

During estimation, the state of the estimator implementation includes both the
uncertainty variables and the uncertainty feature variables. The process model
of the uncertainty feature variables includes a very high process covariance such
that in essence the value of these uncertainty feature variables is forgotten at
each time step. The measurement constraints are applied using an artificial
measurement with a very small measurement covariance. Diagnostic measures
such as the normalized innovation squared (NIS)[28] are computed. This NIS
value can measure the consistency of the model with the measurements.
During simulation
During simulation, the implementation still runs an estimator; however, the state
of this estimator only contains the uncertainty feature variables. The
uncertainty variables are known during simulation.
The measurement
constraints are still applied, also using an artificial measurement with a very
small measurement covariance. The measurements are simulated using the
known values of the uncertainty variables and the estimated values of the
uncertainty feature variables.

Usage pattern and example
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In this simple example, the end effector of a robot is specified using its cartesian
position (x,y,z, a,b,c coordinates). A table at an unknown location is specified
using its height (i.e. distance from the origin) and two angles.
A laser distance sensor at the end effector of the robot measures the distance to
the table along the laser beam.
To facilitate formulation an additional uncertainty feature variable is introduced.
The following figure clarifies the model:

The 𝜒𝑢𝑓 value corresponds to the uncertainty feature variable “sensor_distance”.
The measurement model itself becomes trivial (i.e. sensor_distance is equal to
the measured value), but there is an additional constraint ( the laserspot should
be on the table, i.e. the laser spot expressed in the table frame should have zcoordinate 0). This formulation is easier than explicitly computing the distance
along the laserbeam to the plane.
require("estimcontext")
require("geometric")
function table_model(initial_value, meas_acc)
-- robot:
local q1 = Variable{context=ctx, name="x", vartype="robot", initial=0.0, weight= 1.0}
local q2 = Variable{context=ctx, name="y", vartype="robot", initial=0.0, weight= 1.0}
local q3 = Variable{context=ctx, name="z", vartype="robot", initial=0.0, weight= 1.0}
local q4 = Variable{context=ctx, name="a", vartype="robot", initial=0.0, weight= 1.0}
local q5 = Variable{context=ctx, name="b", vartype="robot", initial=0.0, weight= 1.0}
local q6 = Variable{context=ctx, name="c", vartype="robot", initial=0.0, weight= 1.0}
local ee = translate_x(q1)*translate_y(q2)*translate_z(q3)*rotate_z(q4)*rotate_y(q5)*rotate_z(q6)
-- table:
local table_height = Variable{context=ctx, name="table_height", vartype="uncertainty", initial=0.3, weight= 1E8}
local table_angle1 = Variable{context=ctx, name="table_angle1", vartype="uncertainty", initial=0.1, weight= 1E8}
local table_angle2 = Variable{context=ctx, name="table_angle2", vartype="uncertainty", initial=-0.1, weight= 1E8}
local table = translate_z( table_height) * rotate_x(table_angle1) * rotate_y(table_angle2);
-- sensor model:
local sensor_distance =
Variable{context=ctx, name="sensor_distance", vartype="uncertaintyfeature", initial=0.3, weight= 1E8}
local laser_spot

= ee*vector(constant(0.0),constant(0.0), sensor_distance);

local m1 = Meas{
name = "c1",
typeName = "constraint",
model = coord_z(inv(table)*laser_spot)
}
local m2 = Meas{
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name = "distance",
typeName = "measurement",
model = sensor_distance,
cov = meas_acc
}
local e = Estimator{
context = ctx,
name = "table_estimator",
uncertaintyVar = {"table_height","table_angle1","table_angle2"},
uncertaintyFeatureVar = {"sensor_distance"},
measurements = {m1,m2},
initialValue = initial_value
}
return e
end

Using the prototype implementation, and given the values for the robot variables
(x,y,z, a,b,c), this model is used to simulate a number of measurements:

The ‘real’ estimator state used in these simulations is (table_height=0.2,
table_angle1=0.2, table_angle2=-0.2). The simulated measurement had an
accuracy of 1 mm standard deviation.
Using the same model, an estimation is performed; the result of which is plotted
in the following figure (including confidence intervals):

Figure 7: estimator results for the table estimator example.
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After the last measurement, the estimated state was equal to
(table_height=0.2006, table_angle1=0.2033, table_angle2=-0.2013), which is very
close to the “real” value during simulation.

Figure 8: the loop closure graph for the table estimator example.
From this, we can extract the following usage patterns:


Consider the loop closure, for the example, the loop closure graph of the table
estimator example is described in figure 8. When describing the loop closure, be
as extensive as possible. E.g. in figure 8, the relation between the end effector
(ee) and the table is split up by explicitly describing the laser spot.
To establish this loop closure, you’ll need to introduce additionally uncertainty
feature variables.



close this loop closure at the most appropriate point using a measurement
constraint. In the above example we note that it is much easier to write down
the constraint that the laser spot is on the table, than to write down an explicit
expression for the distance along the laser beam. (we closed the loop at the
arrow from table to laser_spot).
only close along “interesting” directions. The parameters of the position of
the laserspot on the table in the x- and y-direction (of the table) are not
important and can be left out the model.
An uncertainty on an input variable can be modeled by using a uncertainty
feature variable for the “real” value, and using a measurement constraint with a
specified measurement covariance between the input variable and this
uncertainty feature variable.




Second example
To illustrate the expressivity of the estimator specification language, a second,
more advanced example of an estimator definition is given.
The task at hand is a calibration task. On a robot a laser distance sensor is
mounted at an unknown location. By measuring the distance to an unknown
plane while the robot is moving in six degrees of freedom, we want to determine
the unknown pose of the distance sensor with respect to the robot end effector.
There is uncertainty on both the distance measurements (meas_acc) and on the
robot location (meas_acc_rob).
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The situation is depicted in the following loop closure diagram:

The distance measurement is handled in a similar way as in the previous
example. The uncertain robot positions are handled by introducing additional
uncertainty feature variables u_pos_?? corresponding to the “real” robot position,
and by expressing a measurement constraint that relates these uncertainty
feature variable to the corresponding robot variables. The plane is modeled as
the X-Y plane of a frame calib_plane.
Note that, our estimator definition language enables:





A fully Bayesian estimate (including uncertainties on the estimated parameters)
Focussing on the essence of the estimation problem
A clear communication between developers of the details of the estimation
problem.
No expertise is required in the specific estimation algorithms ( Kalman filter,
particle filter, etc...)

require("estimcontext")
require("geometric")
-- state: x,y,z,rx,ry,rz of us wrt marker, and rz ry d for plane,
-- nominal: 0,0,0.1,pi,0,0 0,0,0
function calibration_model( initial_value, meas_acc, meas_acc_rob)
local r={}
local pos_x = Variable{ context = ctx, name="pos_x", vartype='robot', initial=0.0}
local pos_y = Variable{ context = ctx, name="pos_y", vartype='robot', initial=0.0}
local pos_z = Variable{ context = ctx, name="pos_z", vartype='robot', initial=0.0}
local pos_a = Variable{ context = ctx, name="pos_a", vartype='robot', initial=0.0}
local pos_b = Variable{ context = ctx, name="pos_b", vartype='robot', initial=0.0}
local pos_c = Variable{ context = ctx, name="pos_c", vartype='robot', initial=0.0}
local u_pos_x = Variable{ context = ctx, name="upos_x", vartype='uncertaintyfeature', initial=0.0}
local u_pos_y = Variable{ context = ctx, name="upos_y", vartype='uncertaintyfeature', initial=0.0}
local u_pos_z = Variable{ context = ctx, name="upos_z", vartype='uncertaintyfeature', initial=0.0}
local u_pos_a = Variable{ context = ctx, name="upos_a", vartype='uncertaintyfeature', initial=0.0}
local u_pos_b = Variable{ context = ctx, name="upos_b", vartype='uncertaintyfeature', initial=0.0}
local u_pos_c = Variable{ context = ctx, name="upos_c", vartype='uncertaintyfeature', initial=0.0}
local robot = translate_x(u_pos_x)*translate_y(u_pos_y)*translate_z(u_pos_z)*
rotate_x(u_pos_a)*rotate_y(u_pos_b)*rotate_z(u_pos_c)
-- we do not know the relative position of the sensor image plane and the markers:
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local u_x = Variable{ context = ctx, name="x", vartype='uncertainty', initial=0.0, weight=0.04}
local u_y = Variable{ context = ctx, name="y", vartype='uncertainty', initial=0.0, weight=0.04}
local u_z = Variable{ context = ctx, name="z", vartype='uncertainty', initial=0.1, weight=0.04}
local u_a = Variable{ context = ctx, name="a", vartype='uncertainty', initial=pi, weight=0.25}
local u_b = Variable{ context = ctx, name="b", vartype='uncertainty', initial=0.0, weight=0.25}
local u_c = Variable{ context = ctx, name="c", vartype='uncertainty', initial=0.0, weight=0.25}
local sensor_location =
robot*translate_x(u_x)*translate_y(u_y)*translate_z(u_z)*
rotate_x(u_a)*rotate_y(u_b)*rotate_z(u_c)
-- we do not know the location of the calibration plane:
local u_plane_a
= Variable{ context = ctx, name="plane_a", vartype='uncertainty', initial=0.0, weight=0.25}
local u_plane_b
= Variable{ context = ctx, name="plane_b", vartype='uncertainty', initial=0.0, weight=0.25}
local u_plane_d
= Variable{ context = ctx, name="plane_d", vartype='uncertainty', initial=0.0, weight=0.04}
local calib_plane = rotate_x(u_plane_a)*rotate_y(u_plane_b)*translate_z(u_plane_d);
local u_distance

= Variable{ context = ctx, name="distance", vartype='uncertaintyfeature', initial=0.0, weight=1E8}

local p1 = sensor_location*vector(constant(0), constant(0), u_distance);
local c=Meas{
name
= "c",
typeName
= "constraint",
model
= { coord_z(inv(calib_plane)*p1) }
}
local m=Meas{
name
= "distance_meas",
typeName
= "measurement",
model
= { u_distance },
cov
= meas_acc
}
-- handling uncertain robot position measurements
-- pos_x is the nominal, noisy, position of the robot
-- u_pos_x is the underlying real position of the robot
local m_posx = Meas{
name
= "pos_x_meas",
typeName
= "constraint",
model
= { u_pos_x - pos_x },
cov
= { meas_acc_rob}
}
local m_posy = Meas{
name
= "pos_y_meas",
typeName
= "constraint",
model
= { u_pos_y - pos_y },
cov
= { meas_acc_rob }
}
local m_posz = Meas{
name
= "pos_z_meas",
typeName
= "constraint",
model
= { u_pos_z - pos_z },
cov
= { meas_acc_rob }
}
local m_posa = Meas{
name
= "pos_a_meas",
typeName
= "constraint",
model
= { u_pos_a - pos_a },
cov
= { meas_acc_rob }
}
local m_posb = Meas{
name
= "pos_b_meas",
typeName
= "constraint",
model
= { u_pos_b - pos_b },
cov
= { meas_acc_rob }
}
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local m_posc = Meas{
name
= "pos_x_meas",
typeName
= "constraint",
model
= { u_pos_x - pos_x },
cov
= { meas_acc_rob }
}
r.e=Estimator{
context
= ctx,
name
= "estimator",
measurements
= {c,m,,m_posx,m_posx,m_posy,m_posz,m_posa,m_posb,m_posc},
uncertaintyVar = {"x","y","z","a","b","c","plane_a","plane_b","plane_d"},
uncertaintyFeatureVar = {"distance","upos_x","upos_y","upos_z","upos_a","upos_b","upos_c"},
initialValue
= initial_value
}
return r
end
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5. Programming by demonstration
Introduction
This section proposes an innovative method for programming by
demonstration(PbD) of trajectories with the following properties:














The method uses a statistical model. The demonstrated population of
trajectories is statistically represented. As a consequence, information on
uncertainty and consistency of the model is available.
It is a generative model, i.e. it can generate an instance of a trajectory.
It can generate trajectories for autonomous motion and for motion during
human/robot interaction. In the latter case, the generated trajectory is used
as a set-point for an impedance controller.
It can be adapted on-line during the execution of the task. As a consequence,
incremental learning/demonstration of the trajectory is possible, i.e. previous
demonstrations can be used to generate a trajectory for an impedance
controller.
It can be used to predict the future evolution of a partial trajectory.
The methodology can deal with a minimum number of demonstrations, as well
as with a higher number of demonstrations. The deviations from the trajectory
will be of course detailed accordingly. The computational complexity of the
resulting statistical model (during execution) is determined by the inherent
variability of the trajectories and not by the number of demonstrations.
The methodology can be applied in an autonomous way. i.e. it does not
require any manual tuning,checking for convergence, etc… This is essential for
the practical usability of the method.
Since a whole population is modelled (also during execution), the method
can simultaneously deal with task additional constraints. This is essential
to the goals of the Factory-in-a-day project: flexible and adaptable
deployment of robot tasks require the use of sensors such as a skin, force
sensors or camera sensors in order to detect obstacles or determine the
pose of interesting objects in the environment. At the same time, to allow
rapid deployment, we would like to demonstrate trajectories at the
deployment site. These demands seem contradictory, e.g. following the
trajectory versus moving to an end point given by a camera. The solution
of work package 5 to these seemingly contradictory demands is to
demonstrate a population of trajectories. Additional constraints will be
satisfied by “interpolating” between these trajectories (cf. methodology
section).
The uncertainties on the trajectory can be translated into impedance
constraints such that the resulting generated trajectory is more compliant in the
directions corresponding to the population of demonstrated trajectories.
The methodology can deal with statistical correlations over a longer time-span.
This is essential for obtaining smooth trajectories consistent with the
demonstrations and thus for using PbD in practice.
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Figure 9: Programming by demonstration in combination with an eTaSL
specification.
Figure 9 below shows the proposed architecture and the relation to eTaSL. The
eTaSL block in this figure corresponds to the work described in section 2. The
following terminology is used in this figure and in the remainder of this section:










Demonstration phase: demonstration of a population of trajectories by a
human operator. This demonstrations can be executed in an incremental way.
The start and end point of the trajectories is indicated by the human operator
(explicitly or implicitly).
After the demonstration phase, repetitive
demonstrations are processed into a statistical model ( in a fast, but off-line
procedure).
Execution phase: the statistical model of a population of trajectories is used to
determine the current estimate for the trajectory at hand. If the trajectory is
already partially executed, this information is used within this estimate.
Trajectory prediction module: generates the current estimate for the
trajectory, together with information on the uncertainty on this trajectory, on
the timing/velocity along the trajectory and on the consistency of the trajectory
with the statistical model. Note that consistency is different from uncertainty,
e.g. a trajectory that is uncertain can still be consistent with the statistical model.
Trajectory supervisor: Monitors the consistency signals of one or more
trajectory prediction modules and generates/reacts to events given by the
discrete task execution engine (rFSM, cf. section 3)
Impedance constraints: The impedance constraint block implements
impedance constraints in eTaSL. These impedance constraints correspond to
virtual springs that are attached to a given trajectory. The robot can deviate
from these trajectories under the influence of other constraints, such as obstacle
avoidance (using distance sensors) or a force sensor (when the human is comanipulating the robot).
Task constraints: other constraints generated according to the task
specification language (eTaSL, section 2).

Assumptions:


Start point and end point of the demonstrated trajectories are well defined and
known. It is however not necessary that these start and end points are known
during execution of a given trajectory.
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The group of demonstrated trajectories is unimodal, e.g. it is not allowed to
demonstrate a group of trajectories that avoid an obstacle by moving both to the
left of the obstacle and to the right of the obstacles. In such a case the
distribution of trajectories will be bi-modal (two groups). This is mainly an
assumption on the demonstration of the trajectories: in the case of the
example, you’ll need to demonstrate two groups of trajectories. During
execution, based on a consistency signal, the trajectory supervisor can still
choose between these two groups of trajectories.
The motion along the trajectory is decoupled from the geometry of the
trajectory.

Methodology to obtain and use a statistical model of PbD
Choice of trajectory space
The prosed methodology makes no assumptions on the trajectory space. E.g. it
can deal with trajectories in joint space, Cartesian space ( positions, 3 degrees of
freedom), pose space ( SE(3), 6 degrees of freedom motion of rigid bodies in
space),...
The choice of trajectory space implicitly determines the metric used for the
trajectories (i.e. when are two trajectories “close” to each other).
Within Factory-in-a-day, this choice of trajectory space can be exploited to
increase the useability of the learnable skills. E.g. only two or three degrees of
freedom can be demonstrated, while the other degrees of freedom remain free to
be determined by additional constraints in eTaSL.
Normalize over time to a progress variable
Since the start point and the end point of the demonstrated trajectories are
known, the time axis of these trajectories can be scaled, such that all trajectories
are expressed in function of a progress variable s (from 0% to 100%):
If there is a high variability in timing along the trajectories, the trajectories can
be first renormalized to path length. However, this completely destroys any
information on the timing. Depending on the specific learnable skills this can be
appropriate or not.
Discretize
The trajectories are resampled and discretized, and the different degrees of
freedom of the trajectory are put one after the other:
Consequently, one demonstration of a trajectory corresponds to a single vector.
Decompose discrete model using probabilistic PCA
Using probabilistic principle component analysis (pPCA) [29][30], the set of
vectors corresponding to a population of demonstrations is further analysed. In
essence, pPCA is a method similar to principle component analysis (PCA).
However, pPCA results in a (reduced) statistical model of the population of
vectors. The statistical model is a Bayesian model that can be represented by the
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Bayesian network depicted in figure 10. The observed vectors f are
conditionally dependend on a hidden state x, in a model with H, b, and σ as
parameters that are estimated during the learning phase.

Figure 10: graphical model for pPCA [29][30]
In essence, it decomposes the given vector in a number of modes:
ϵ corresponds to the remaining uncertainty on the trajectory, each column of H
corresponds to a different mode and x corresponds to the hidden (reduced, low
dimensional) state. b corresponds to the average trajectory. Both ϵ and x are
stochastically distributed.

Figure 11: pPCA decomposes the discrete vectors in a number of modes.
This model describes the discretized geometry of the trajectory. The hidden
state x can be interpreted as shape parameters.
Interpolate each mode to obtain a continuous model
The modes, i.e. the columns of H, are in discretized in function of the progress
parameter s. By using 1-dimensional interpolation, the continuous modes in
function of the progress parameters can be computed. This results in a
continuous stochastic model of the geometry of the trajectory, in function of the
progress parameter s and the shape parameters x:

A statistical model of the learned trajectories
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Using the relation between the progress parameter and the time variable, this
model can be expressed in function of time:
This is the statistical model that is used during the statistical estimation of the
parameters of the trajectory and execution. The extended state:
describes the complete trajectory (both geometry and timing).
A Kalman filter to estimate the actual trajectory
Initially, during execution, the extended state of the trajectory is not known
accurately. When part of the trajectory is already executed; more information is
available on the already executed part of the trajectory. An iterated extended
Kalman filter is used to estimate the extended state from this partly executed
trajectory.
Integration into eTaSL
By formulating the extended state above as feature variables in eTaSL, the
trajectory and the variation in its corresponding population can be
introduced in the expressions. In this way, our goal of simultaneously combining
PbD with model-based (and sensor-based) constraints is achieved.
The figure below illustrates this for the following case: after the demonstration
of the desired population of trajectories, this model is used to execute a
trajectory at run-time. However, collision with a newly observed (planar)
obstacle should be avoided.

The previous can be achieved by computing a number of points along the
trajectory (dependent on the feature variables x) and expressing a constraint on
the distance to the planar obstacle.
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Appendix A : Expressions in eTaSL
Expressions in eTaSL are models of an expression. The expression represents
an expression graph:

Figure: An expressiongraph and the corresponding expression.
This means that an expression can be stored in a expression variable and further
manipulated by the system (e.g. evaluated, computation of derivative using
automatic differentiation, determining the dependencies, etc...)
An expression consists of variables of the following basic types:







Double,representing a scalar value
Vector,representing a vector in 3D space.
Rotation,a rotation matrix representing the orientation in 3D space.
Frame,a transformation matrix representing pose in 3D space.
Twist,representing the velocity and rotational velocity of a rigid body.
Wrench,representing force and torque acting upon a rigid body.

Expressions resulting in a result of type type
Expression<type>.

indicated using the notation

The semantics of the expressions and the basic types and operations are closely related to the
KDL library [24].
For the Expression<double>, the following is defined( d,d1,d2,x and y are of type
Expression<double>::Ptr), L and H are of type double :
Description

Node Type

Function/operator

Summation of two double values.

Addition_DoubleDouble

d1 + d2

Subtraction of two double values

Subtraction_DoubleDouble

d1 - d2

Multiplication of two double
values

Multiplication_DoubleDouble

d1 * d2
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Division of two double values

Division_DoubleDouble

d1 / d2

Negation of a double value

Negate_Double

-d

Sine

Sin_Double

sin(d)

Cosine

Cos_Double

cos(d)

Tangent

Tan_Double

tan(d)

Arctangent with two input
arguments and returning angles
from -pi to pi.

Atan2_Double

atan2(y,x)

Arctangent with one input
argument and returning angles
from -pi/2 to pi/2.

Atan_Double

atan(d)

Arcsine

Asin_Double

asin(d)

Arccosine

Acos_Double

acos(d)

Exponential

Exp_Double

exp(d)

Logarithm

Log_Double

log(d)

Square root

Sqrt_Double

sqrt(d)

Absolute value

Abs_Double

abs(d)

Minimum

minimum(d1,d2)

Maximum

maximum(d1,d2)

Saturate between lower L and
upper H

saturate(d1,L,H)

For the Expression<Vector> types, the following operators and functions are defined (
in the table below v, v1 and v2 are of type Expression<Vector>::Ptr, x,y,z and s are of type
Expression<double>::Ptr:
Description

Node Type

Function

Construction of a Vector expression
out of three scalar expressions

Vector_DoubleDoubleDouble

vector(x,y,z)

Dot product between two Vector
expressions

Dot_VectorVector

dot(v1,v2)

Cross product between two Vector
expressions

CrossProduct_VectorVector

v1 * v2
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Addition of two Vector expressions

Addition_VectorVector

v1 + v2

Subtraction of two Vector
expressions

Subtraction_VectorVector

v1 - v2

Negation of a Vector expression

Negation_Vector

-v

Squared norm of a Vector

SquaredNorm_Vector

squared_norm(v)

Norm of a Vector expression

Norm_Vector

norm(v)

Multiplication of a double and a
Vector

Multiplication_VectorDouble

s*v and v*s

Extraction of an expression for the xcoordinate of a vector expression

CoordX_Vector

coord_x(v)

Extraction of an expression for the ycoordinate of a vector expression

CoordY_Vector

coord_y(v)

Extraction of an expression for the zcoordinate of a vector expression

CoordZ_Vector

coord_z(v)

For the Expression<Rotation>, the following is defined ( R,R1,R2 is of type
Expression<Rotation>::Ptr, v is of type Expression<Vector>::Ptr, a is of type
Expression<double>::Ptr, A is of type Vector ):
Description

Node Type

Function

An expression for the rotation
around a fixed axis with a angle
specified by a double expression

Rot_Double

rot(A,a)

An expression for the rotation
around the X axis with a angle
specified by a double expression

RotX_Double

rot_x(a)

An expression for the rotation
around the Y axis with a angle
specified by a double expression

RotY_Double

rot_y(a)

An expression for the rotation
around the Z axis with a angle
specified by a double expression

RotZ_Double

rot_z(a)

Composition of two rotations (R1
after R2)

Composition_RotationRotation

R1*R2

Transform a vector v using the
rotation expression R

Composition_RotationVector

R*v

Extract an expression for X-axis of a

UnitX_Rotation

unit_x
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rotation matrix expression (1st
column)
Extract an expression for Y-axis of a
rotation matrix expression (2nd
column)

UnitY_Rotation

unit_y

Extract an expression for Z-axis of a
rotation matrix expression (2th
column)

UnitZ_Rotationr

unit_z

For the Expression<Frame>, the following is defined F,F1 and F2 are of type
Expression<Frame>::Ptr, R is of type Expression<Rotation>::Ptr, v is of type
Expression<Vector>::Ptr, a is of type Expression<double>::Ptr, A is of type Vector ):
Description

Node Type

Function

Construction of a Frame expression
out of a Rotation expression and a
Vector expression. If v is not given, it
is zero. If R is not given, it is the
identity matrix

Frame_RotationVector

frame(R,v),
frame(v),
frame(R)

Inverse Frame transformation for an
expression

Inverse_Frame

inv(F)

Composition of Frame
transformations (F1 after F2)

Compostion_FrameFrame

F1*F2

Transformation of a vector v using a
Frame transformations F

Compostion_FrameVector

F*v

Extract a Vector expression for the
origin of a frame

Origin_Frame

origin(F)

Extract a Rotation expression for the
orientation of a frame

Rotation_Frame

rotation(F)

For the Expression<Twist>, the following is defined ( d is of type
Expression<double>::Ptr, v,omega are of type Expression<Vector>::Ptr, t, t1 and t2 are of
type Expression<Twist>::Ptr, R is of type Expression<Rotation>::Ptr ):
Description

Node Type

Function

Construction of a twist out of an
expression for the velocity and the
rotational velocity

Twist_VectorVector

twist(v,omega)

Negation of a twist

Negate_Twist

-t
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Extraction of the translational velocity
of a twist

Velocity_Twist

transvel(t)

Extraction of the rotational velocity of
a twist

RotVelocity_Twist

rotvel(t)

Addition of two twists

Addition_Twist

t1 + t2

Subtraction of two twists

Subtraction_Twist

t1 - t2

Transformation of a twist using a
transformation of the orientation

Composition_RotationTwist

R*t

Transformation of a twist using a
transformation of the reference point

RefPoint_TwistVector

ref_point(t,v)

Scalar multiplication of a twist with a
double

Multiplication_TwistDouble

t*d or d*t

For the Expression<Wrench>, the following is defined: d is of type
Expression<double>::Ptr, p,force, torque are of type Expression<Vector>::Ptr, w, w1 and w2
are of type Expression<Wrench>::Ptr, R is of type Expression<Rotation>::Ptr ):
Description

Node Type

Function

Construction of a wrench out of an
expression for the torque and force

Wrench_VectorVector

wrench(force,torque)

Negation of a wrench

Negate_Wrench

-w

Extraction of the force of a wrench

Force_Wrench

force(t)

Extraction of the torque of a
Wrench

Torque_Twist

torque(t)

Addition of two wrenches

Addition_Wrench

w1 + w2

Subtraction of two wrenches

Subtraction_Wrench

w1 - w2

Transformation of a wrench using
a transformation of the orientation

Composition_RotationWrench

R*w

Transformation of a wrench using
a transformation of the reference
point

RefPoint_WrenchVector

ref_point(w,p)

Scalar multiplication of a wrench
with a double

Multiplication_WrenchDouble

w*d or d*w

There is also a node that handles KDL's kinematic chain types and enables the use of
kinematic chains in an expression ( chain is of type KDL::Chain ):
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Description

Node Type

Function

the transformation of the end effector
with respect to the base for a given
kinematic chain. For a kinematic chain
with n variables, input variables i ...
i+n-1 will correspond to the joint
angles of the kinematic chain.

Expression_Chain

kinematic_chain(
chain, i)

There is a special type of node to cache previously computed expressions. Since also
caching has a (small) overhead, it is not efficient to apply this to very basic and simple
expressions. A typical point when you apply a cached node is when you assign an
expression to a variable; this is however not required:
Description

Node Type

Function

A special expressiongraph node that
caches the computation of the
underlying expression. This avoids
duplicate computations.

Cachedtype<type>

cached( expr)

Extensions
Basically, there are two ways to extend the expression language described in this
appendix:

1) Write a function in lua or a subroutine in C++ that returns a more complicated
operations in function of the basic operations defined before. The following
example defines a function that computes the distance of a point b to a segment
[a1, a2], where a1,a2 and b are vectors:
function distance_segment_point(a1,a2, b )
local a12
= a2-a1;
local lambda = cached( dot(a12,b-a1) / ( dot(a12,a12) + Constant(1E-8)));
local lambda_lim = cached( minimum( maximum(Constant(0),lambda), constant(1) ) )
local p
= (constant(1.0)-lambda_lim)*a1 + lambda_lim*a2;
return cached(norm(p-b))
end

2) Define an additional expressiongraph node, and make it accessible in Lua. This
is similar to the way that the basic expressiongraph nodes are defined. The
previously mentioned Expression_Chain is an example of such an applicationoriented expressiongraph node.

It is possible to define additional operations (expressiongraph nodes) and to
extend the expression language in this way.
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Appendix B: Example of a task specification
The following gives the specification of the task specification example of fig. 1.
The task specification is given in LUA code. Lines starting with “—“ are comment
lines.
-- load additional task specification libraries:
require("context")
require("robot_definitions")
require("task_library")
require("geometric")
-- get the robot and put some constraints on the desired posture :
r = Robot_bimanual{
context =ctx,
velscale= 1,
output = "matlab"
}
CollisionConstraint{
context = ctx,
name = "robot",
list = r.linklist,
K
=4
}
-- some postural constraints:
Constraint{
context = ctx,
name = "left_elbow_above_plane",
expr = coord_z( origin(r.elbow_left) ),
target_lower = 0.50,
priority = 1
}
Constraint{
context = ctx,
name = "right_elbow_above_plane",
expr = coord_z( origin(r.elbow_right) ),
target_lower = 0.50,
priority = 1
}
Constraint{
context = ctx,
name = "left_wrist_above_plane",
expr = coord_z( origin(r.wrist_left) ),
target_lower = 0.5,
priority = 1
}
Constraint{
context = ctx,
name = "right_wrist_above_plane",
expr = coord_z( origin(r.wrist_right) ),
target_lower = 0.5,
priority = 1
}
-- the real task at hand :
-- circle left :
nominal_velocity = constant(0.2)*time
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= Variable{ context = ctx, name="progress_left", vartype='feature', initial=0.0}

Constraint{
context = ctx,
name = "constant_vel_left",
expr = pvL - nominal_velocity,
K
= 0,
weight = 0.1,
priority = 2
}
leftplane = Frame(Rotation.Identity(),Vector(0.55,0.08,0.4))
lefttraj = trajectory_circular(pvL, leftplane, 0.15)
Constraint{
context = ctx,
name = "leftpos",
expr = origin(r.leftarm) - lefttraj,
K
= 4,
weight = 4,
priority = 2,
}
-- circle right :
pvR
= -constant(0.12)*time;
rightplane = Frame(Rotation.Identity(),Vector(0.55,-0.08,0.4))
righttraj = trajectory_circular( pvR, rightplane, 0.15)
Constraint{
context = ctx,
name = "rightpos",
expr = origin(r.rightarm) - righttraj,
K
= 4,
weight = 4,
priority = 2
}
-- looking at the right arm end effector with the head camera
point_of_interest = origin(r.rightarm)
camera = r.head
distance = Variable{ context=ctx, name="cam_distance", vartype="feature", initial=0.1 }
Constraint{
context = ctx,
name = "camera",
expr = point_of_interest - camera*vector(constant(0),constant(0), distance ),
K
= 2,
weight = 0.1,
priority = 2
}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- The rest specifies input and output to Matlab and Ros.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix C: example of a simple robot definition
It is not necessary to load a robot definition from an URDF file. One can also
manually define the robot kinematics. The following gives a simple example:
-- manually defining the kinematic chain for a serial 7 dof robot
-- without constraints on joint velocity and position.
function define_robot_serial(ctx,base)
local L1 = constant(0.310)
local L2 = constant(0.4)
local L3 = constant(0.390)
local L4 = constant(0.078)
local q1 = Variable{context=ctx, name="q1",vartype='robot'};
local q2 = Variable{context=ctx, name="q2",vartype='robot'};
local q3 = Variable{context=ctx, name="q3",vartype='robot'};
local q4 = Variable{context=ctx, name="q4",vartype='robot'};
local q5 = Variable{context=ctx, name="q5",vartype='robot'};
local q6 = Variable{context=ctx, name="q6",vartype='robot'};
local q7 = Variable{context=ctx, name="q7",vartype='robot'};
robot = {}
robot.elbow = cached(base * rotate_z(q1) * translate_z(L1) *
rotate_x(q2) * rotate_z(q3) * translate_z(L2) * rotate_x(q4) )
robot.wrist = cached(robot.elbow * rotate_z(q5) * translate_z(L3) )
robot.ee = cached(robot.wrist * rotate_x(q6) * rotate_z(q7) * translate_z(L4))
return robot
end
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Appendix D: A camera model
The following gives an eTaSL implementation of the camera model used by
Chaumette in [25] and [26].
The input parameters of the model are:






cu,cv: coordinates of principle point
alpha: ratio of pixel dimensions
f: focal length in pixels
CF:
camera frame Z-axis along camera, X-axis horizontal, Y-axis pointing to top
side of image.
p: point (CF and p are expressed in the same coord. frame)

The output of the model is:


u,v: coordinates in the image

For example, a 36 x 24 mm full frame camera with 50mm lens at 1920x1280
pixels, with the point expressed in [m], will have the following ideal parameters:
alpha = 1
f=1920/0.036*0.050 = 2666.666
cu = 960
cv = 640
function camera_model(cu,cv,alpha,f, CF, p)
p_rel = cached( inv(CF)*p )
u = constant(cu) + constant(f*alpha)*coord_x(p_rel)/coord_z(p_rel)
v = constant(cv) + constant(f)*coord_y(p_rel)/coord_z(p_rel)
return u,v
end

This model defines the relationship between the camera parameters, the location
of the point of interest and the image coordinates of the point of interest.
Such a model (calibrated, partially calibrated or uncalibrated) can be
communicated by the camera module to the task controller and/or estimator
that can use this information in the specification of e.g. a visual servoing task or
an estimation task.
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